
Getting TOPS-10 Running on PDP-10 Emulation

Happily someone has done ALL the work for this one. Good thing because I never
operated this system and only know if from a user perspective.

SIM-H compliant disks already exist as dskb.dsk and dskc.dsk. I created the following
cmd file for pdp-10.exe to load the operating system:

set dz 8b
set tim y2k
att rp0 dskb.dsk
att rp1 dskc.dsk
att lp20 printer.out
att -am dz 2020
boot rp

this is invoked by simply typing do tops10

[C:\Simulators\DEC10Sim\emulator]pdp10

PDP-10 simulator V3.8-1
sim> do tops10
Listening on port 2020 (socket 1912)
Modem control activated
Auto disconnect activated
BOOT V3(47)

I created a BAT file that does this and can have a shortcut linked to to make starting as
easy as double clicking.

You will end up with a boot prompt to which you just press enter and then begin the
boot sequence:

BOOT>
[Loading from DSKB:SYSTEM.EXE[1,4]]

VNW 10-14-99
Why reload: sched
Date: 07-28-2011
Time: 14:49:00

Startup option: quick
[Rebuilding the system search list from the HOMe blocks]

[Rebuilding the active swapping list from the HOMe blocks]

[Rebuilding the system dump list from the HOMe blocks]

The system will automatically login and run OPSER:

VNW 14:51:07 CTY system 4097
Connected to Node (0) Line # 12
.LOGIN 1,2
.R OPSER



[CCPWFD Waiting for file daemon to start]
[OPRPAF Processing auto command file]
?OPRALF LOOKUP failure 0
*%%TTY STOMPER - Starting

After you get this far in opser, you can control-C out.

Once the emulator is up, you can telnet into it using port 2020 (I used VT100
emulation).

The non-operator login is 

login public
or

login 42,42

and there is no password

Various useful commands

kjob logout
sys sysstat - shows various items of interest
sos easier than teco

To shut down

At console, type:

r opr

set ksys +0:01 {turn off time sharing in 1 minute}

wait for timesharing to end:

OPR>
;;SYSTEM: - Timesharing ends in 1 min at 22-Sep-11 13:45:00
13:43:59          -- Timesharing is over --
13:43:59        Batch-Stream 32  -- KSYS stream started --
13:43:59        Batch-Stream 32  -- Begin --
                Log file:     DSKB:B24644.LOG[3,3]
13:43:59        Batch-Stream 32  -- End --
                Job KSYS Req #261632 for PUBLIC [42,42]
13:43:59          -- KSYS processing completed --
OPR>
;;SYSTEM: - Timesharing is over!

OPR>exit

control-e to get to sim prompt
type:

set fe stop



g

to return to boot prompt

SOS Commands

SOS is way easier to use than teco, but it produces numbered lines only.

sos <newfilename>

This puts you in a blank file in insert mode. Press <esc> to escape.

<lf> prints next line

<esc> print prev line

c d,f:l copy f:l to/after d

d <f>[:<l>] to delete lines

e [s|q] exit&save, exit & save w/o lines, exit and don’t save

f<text><esc>:0 find text starting at beginning

i <line> starts inserting at/after <line>

n <inc> renumbers

p <f>[:<l>] to print lines

r <f>:<l> replace lines f thru l

Stream a batch job

Batch jobs are simply commands placed in a .ctl file such as:

.type test.ctl
sys
dir

to stream(queue) it, type:

.submit test.ctl
[Batch job TEST queued, request #19, limit 0:05:00]

Normally output would go to printer, but there is no printer, so you will find output in
test.log.

Monitoring batch jobs



At console, in OPR (.r opr)

To see batchjobs, type:

OPR>show queues batch-jobs
OPR>
16:27:28                -- System Queues Listing --

Batch Queue:
Job Name   Req#   Run Time   Core            User
--------  ------  --------  -----  ------------------------
* LOOP        25  00:05:00    512  PUBLIC [42,42]        In Stream:0
    Job 14 Running LOOP Runtime 0:01:00
There is 1 job in the queue (1 in progress); 00:05:00 runtime

To stop batch jobs:

hold batch-jobs *

then 

release batch-jobs *

To suspend a running job:

requeue batch-stream <n> (you must list jobs to see the stream it is in)

then

release batch-jobs *

to abort a job:

abort batch-stream <n>

Detaching

The best thing in TOPS-1o. At ., type detach:

.det
From job 2

To reattach, specify the job#:

.att 2
Password: 
[LGNNOC No operator coverage]
[LGNATJ Attaching to job 2 [42,42] in monitor mode]

If something big is running, ctl-C, ccont, and det to run it in the background:



.exe loop.for
LINK:   Loading
[LNKXCT LOOP execution]
^C
^C

.ccont

.det
From job 2

and you can see it running detached:

Job    Who     Line#    What   Size(P)  State   Run Time

 1    [OPR]     DET     STOMPR  9+8     SL             0
 2    42,42     DET     LOOP    7+28    RN          8:58

Printer Control

Printing should automatically occur to the file printer.out. If you want to clear this file
while the O/S is running, control-e, detach from the printer, delete printer.out, then
attach back to the printer.

(These notes are from the Operator’s Guide) 

Printer control is done in OPR (.r opr)

Printer requires operator action: 

Generally I have not had to do anything to make the printer work correctly. However,
sometimes I have to respond to a request in OPR.

Here I print a file and type print again to see if it is done:

.print dsklst.lst
[Printer job DSKLST queued, request #11, limit 197]

.print

Printer Queue:
Job Name   Req#    Limit             User
--------  ------  -------  ------------------------
* DSKLST      11      197  OPSER  [1,2]           On Unit:0
   --Waiting For Operator Response--
There is 1 job in the queue (1 in progress); 197 pages

The printer is waiting for an operator response. So at the console, I run OPR and
respond to the request:

12:52:01        Printer 0  -- Begin --
                Job DSKLST Req #11 for OPSER [1,2]



12:52:01        Printer 0  -- Loading RAM with 'LP96' --

12:52:01        Printer 0  -- Loading VFU with 'NORMAL' --

12:52:01  <1>   Printer 0  -- Align Forms and Put Online --
                Type 'RESPOND <number> PROCEED' when ready
OPR>respond 1 proceed

To start the printer:

OPR>start printer 0
OPR>
16:47:04        Printer 0  -- Already Started --

To stop the printer:

OPR>stop printer 0
OPR>
16:47:53        Printer 0  -- Stopped --

To restart printer after stop:

OPR>continue printer 0
OPR>
16:49:52        Printer 0  -- Continued --

To abort current printout:

abort printer 0 /purge

Misc

OPR>Show parameters printer

Printer Parameters:
  Unit  Page Limits    Form    Prio  Lim  Ex  Dev-Chars
  ----  ------------  ------  -----  -------  ---------
     0      0:2000    NORMAL   1:63  Ask      Lower  LP05

OPR>show status printer
OPR>
10:10:09                -- System Device Status --

Printer Status:
  Unit      Status       Jobname   Req#             User
  ----  ---------------  -------  ------  ------------------------
     0  Opr Resp Wait    TEST          5  PUBLIC [42,42]
        Started at 10:01:13

OPR>show messages
OPR>
10:12:01                -- System messages outstanding --

10:01:13  <1>   Printer 0  -- Align Forms and Put Online --
                Type 'RESPOND <number> PROCEED' when ready



OPR>respond 1 proceed
OPR>
10:12:26        Printer 0  -- End --
                Job TEST Req #5 for PUBLIC [42,42]
OPR>
10:12:26        Printer 0  -- Begin --
                Job INP Req #8 for PUBLIC [42,42]

Printer Config info is kept in sys:lpform.ini

Card Reader

To assign a text file to the card reader:

sim> set cr enabled
sim> att cr carddeck.txt
CR: unit is read only

In OPR:

NOTE: I never successfully figured out how to read from the card reader.

start reader 0
stop reader 0

continue reader 0 (if stop command issued from hardware)

OPR>show status reader
OPR>
11:10:24                -- System Device Status --

Reader Status:
  Unit      Status
  ----  ---------------
     0  No processor

Tape Drive

To make tapes available on the emulator, first enable:

set tu enable

then assign to file

attach tu0 magtape.bin

In OPR these are the useful commands:

OPR>show statUS  tapE-DRIVE
OPR>
13:45:25                -- Tape Drive Status --

Drive  Trk  Status     AVR  Density       Write  Volume
------ --- ----------- --- ------------- ------- ------



MTA000  9  Online      Yes 1600          Enabled
MTA001  9  Free        Yes 800/1600
MTA002  9  Free        Yes 800/1600
MTA003  9  Free        Yes 800/1600

Using the tape drive

Here is how I mounted a tape and wrote a single file to it:

At terminal I typed:

.mount mt: /scratch
[Mount request MT-Q0RFXI queued, request #25]

Note that MT is a logical name for my session, it can be anything.

This produces a tape mount request on the console:

15:24:27          -- Magtape mount request #25 --
                User: PUBLIC [42,42] Job #12
                Volume-set name: MT-Q0RFXI

                Volume-ID   Write   Labels  Track  Density
                ---------  -------  ------  -----  -------
                Scratch    Enabled  No        9    1600

The tape is assigned to a file using the emulator’s ATT command.

sim> att tu0 mag3.bin
TU: creating new file

When you restart the emulator, the console will report it cannot read the tape label:

15:22:28  <14>  Device MTA000  -- Label error --
                Can't read this tape's labels on this drive
                Type 'RESPOND <number> ABORT' to unload the tape on MTA000
                Type 'RESPOND <number> PROCEED' to treat the tape on MTA000 as
u

nlabled

Respond with proceed to make this tape unlabeled:

OPR>respond 14 proceed
15:22:53        Device MTA000  -- Unlabeled volume mounted --
                Density 1600 BPI, write-Enabled

To assign this tape to the user, you must  first identify the volume on the tape drive. At
console I typed:

OPR>ident mta0: volume-id scratch
15:26:30        Device MTA000  -- Unlabeled volume SCRATC mounted --



Now you can assign the tape drive/volume to the mount request:

OPR>ident mta0: request 25
15:27:40        Device MTA000  -- Volume SCRATC reassigned --
                User: PUBLIC [42,42] Job #12

Back at the terminal, the mount request will now complete and you can copy a file to the
psuedo dev:

[Magtape SCRATC mounted on MTA000 with logical name MT]

now to copy a file to the tape drive, I type:

.copy mt:=myfile.txt

then dismount the tape:

.dismount mt:
[MTA000 dismounted]

Misc Tape Commands

To Create an unlabeled blank tape:

OPR>SET TAPE MTA0: INIT /LABEL-TYPE:UNLABELED
OPR>
14:58:53        Device MTA000  -- Volume initialized --
                Unlabeled tape, Density:1600

14:58:53        Device MTA000  -- Volume initialization complete --
                Drive is available for use

14:58:53  <12>  Device MTA000  -- Label error --
                Can't read this tape's labels on this drive
                Type 'RESPOND <number> ABORT' to unload the tape on MTA000
                Type 'RESPOND <number> PROCEED' to treat the tape on MTA000 as
u

nlabled
OPR>RESPOND 12 PROCEED
OPR>
14:59:07        Device MTA000  -- Unlabeled volume mounted --
                Density 1600 BPI, write-Enabled

To dismount a tape

dismount tape-drive mta0:

To cancel a tape mount request:

In OPR:
cancel mount-request *



Full Backup:

.MOUNT MT:/SCRATCH /NOWAIT
{note the request #}

.r opr
{request # will show up in OPR}

^E {get into simulator}
>att tu0 fullbackup-yymmnn.tap
>g

{IF OPR shows label error reading tape:}
>RESPOND <n> PROCEED

{OPR responds --unlabeled vol mounted--}
>ident mta0: volume-id scratch

{Opr responds --unlabeled vol SCRATC mounted--}
>ident mta0: request <n>

{OPR responds --volume SCRATC reassigned--}
>exit {OPR}

{tape is now ready to be written to}

. R BACKUP <RET> Run the BACKUP program.
/TAPE MT: <RET> Identifies logical tape MT.
/REWIND <RET> Rewind to the beginning of the tape.
/LIST DSK: <RET> Request a directory listing of disk.
/SAVE DSKB: <RET> Save system disk.
!~DSKB BACKUP prints each UFD as it begins to

save files from that area.
"Done The SAVE is complete.
/exit
.dismount mt:

Backup Utility

See Operators Guide, App E for full explanation.

before invoking mount a tape such as:

mount mt: /scratch /nowait

then go into OPR to assign a tape to the request as described in the section on accessing
tape.

To invoke backup:

.r backup

To specify a tape:

/tape mt:

To backup:

/save <spec-list>



save myfile.txt
save myfile.*
save *
save *[1,2]
save dskb:  {system drive}
save [42,42,*]

To restore

/restore <spec-list>

restore dskc:myfile.txt[42,42] note - do a /rewind before the restore

To validate backup:

/check <spec-list>

To print the tape directory:

/[N]Print <spec> {N means narrow, <spec> is the output file name}

To Compile

compile <filename> [/compile][/list]

exe <filename> is generally enough - it will compile only if necessary, link, then run.
use exe <filename> /compile/list as well.

Get info on mounted hard drives

OPR>show stat str
OPR>
13:20:57                -- Disk File Structures --

Name  Time    Free   Mount #Req   Volume   Type Drive    Owner PPN
---- ------ -------- ----- ---- ---------- ---- ------ -------------
DSKB   0:40     2230     2    0 ONC312 1/1 RP06 RPA0
DSKC   0:40   289350     3    0 HELLO  1/1 RP06 RPA1
  Total of 2 file structures, 2 mounted; 291580 free blocks

OPR>show status disk-DRIVE
OPR>
13:23:15                -- Disk Drive Status --

Drive   Type    Status     AVR   STR   Volume  Unit#
------  ----  -----------  ---  -----  ------  -----
RPA0    RP06  Mounted      Yes  DSKB   ONC312    0
RPA1    RP06  Mounted      Yes  DSKC   HELLO     0
RPA2    RP06  Free         Yes
RPA3    RP06  Free         Yes
RPA4    RP06  Free         Yes
RPA5    RP06  Free         Yes



RPA6    RP06  Free         Yes
RPA7    RP06  Free         Yes

Subdirectories

To create:

.r credir

Create directory: [42,42,PASCAL]
Protection: 057
Name: PASCAL
Allocation: 
  Created DSKC0:[42,42,PASCAL].SFD/PROTECTION:057
Create directory: ^C

.DIR PASCAL.*

PASCAL  LOG   100  <057>   21-Sep-11    DSKC:   [42,42]
PASCAL  DOC    29  <000>    5-Sep-77
PASCAL  EXE   220  <000>    5-Sep-77
PASCAL  MAN    40  <000>    5-Sep-77
PASCAL  REL    51  <000>    5-Sep-77
PASCAL  SFD     1  <057>   21-Sep-11    PASCAL
  Total of 441 blocks in 6 files on DSKC: [42,42]

To delete a directory

First, you must empty the directory:

.del *.*[,,oldpas]
Files deleted:
DSKC:PASCAL.DOC 
DSKC:PASCAL.EXE 
DSKC:PASCAL.MAN 
DSKC:PASCAL.REL 
340 Blocks freed

.del oldpas.sfd
Files deleted:
DSKC:OLDPAS.SFD 
01 Blocks freed

Restoring from DECUS Tape

Decus tapes are found at:

http://pdp-10.trailing-edge.com/



Had to do the restore the tape from console into end-user’s dir

.r backup

/tape pascal
/rewind
/protection 775
/restore dskc:[42,42,pascal]=all:*.*[43,50531]

Change file protection (including subdirs)

.protect pascal.sfd<775>
Files renamed:
DSKC:PASCAL.SFD 

Pascal

I was able to restore pascal from Pascal-declib10.tap. All of the files are in
[42,42,pascal]. I moved the critical files to SYS: so they will work for all.

Adventure

The initial game came on advent.tap. I restored that into [42,42,advent].

I copied that into [42,42] to play with. Compile with:

.COMPILE ADV.F4
FORTRAN: ADV

.COMPILE IOFIL.FOR
FORTRAN: IOFIL

and link with:

.LOAD ADV.REL,IOFIL.REL
LINK:   Loading

EXIT

.EXE
LINK:   Loading
[LNKXCT ADV execution]
PAUSE
INIT DONE      
Type G to Continue, X to Exit, T To Trace.
*G

WELCOME TO ADVENTURE!!  WOULD YOU LIKE INSTRUCTIONS?  

or save with 



.save adv.exe
ADV saved

and run with 

.run adv.exe

WELCOME TO ADVENTURE!!  WOULD YOU LIKE INSTRUCTIONS?  

I also doctored ADV.DAT so each line starts with X instead of 0 so that CCTL works
correctly.

Note: I didn’t make any changes to the source, so I deleted it from [42,42]. I copied
adv.exe and adv.dat to sys:

To run from SYS, just type “r adv” and respond as follows:

.r adv

?FRSNAM OPEN unit 1     DSK:ADV.DAT at IFILE+14 (PC 73033)
?FRSOPN Can't OPEN file: No such file
[FRSEFS Enter correct file specs]
*sys:adv.dat
PAUSE
INIT DONE      
Type G to Continue, X to Exit, T To Trace.
*g
WELCOME TO ADVENTURE!!  WOULD YOU LIKE INSTRUCTIONS?  

kermit

You can xfer files between PC and emulator using kermit. I have had luck transferring
ASCII files but not binary. 

Start kermit on the dec-10:

.r kermit

TOPS-10 KERMIT version 3(136)

make sure you enter this command or the transfer might act like it is working, but it isn’t
really:

Kermit-10>set file byte-size 36-bit

Kermit-10>server

[Kermit Server running  on  the  DEC  Host.   Please  type  your  escape
sequence   to  return  to  your  local  machine.  Shut down the server by
typing the Kermit BYE command on your local machine.]



In reflections File | transfer and make sure protocol is kermit and transfer type is binary:

Ascii files seem to work fine in both directions. Something goes wrong with binary files
but I can’t tell what.

SYSANS

This is like top in linux. 

REACT

Used to manage users.

Changing Directory

To change to subdir pascal:

.r setsrc

*dir
?ILLEGAL COMMAND 'DIR'

*help
Src.Lst.Commands: C M A R T LIB NOLIB SYS NOSYS NEW NONEW
Sys.Src.Lst.Commands: CS MS AS RS TS
Path Commands: CP TP SCAN NOSCAN
File Str. Switches: /WRITE /NOWRITE /CREATE /NOCREATE
Src.Lst.Switches: /LIB:[ppn] /NOLIB /SYS /NOSYS /NEW /NONEW
Path Switches: /SCAN /NOSCAN

* = Current Src.Lst.

For complete description type monitor command 'HELP SETSRC'

*cp [,,pascal]

to change back to main dir:



cp [,]

Labeled Tapes

Using labeled tapes is kind of easier.

First mount the tape using simh. Note that mounting labeled tapes defaults as read-only
(locked) and if your request doesn’t match the real status of the write-ring, you won’t get
assigned the tape.

sim> att tu0 clisp.tap
sim> set tu0 locked

If opr doesn’t automatically recognize the tape, ‘recognize’ it:

OPR>rec mta0
OPR>
15:35:42        Device MTA000  -- Volume CLISP mounted --
                ANSI labels, 1600 BPI, write-Locked

Note that this tape is called CLISP, has ANSI labels and is read-only.

Now the user mounts the tape. Note the volume is “CLISP” which must be specified. The
only reel-id (inside parens) I’ve been able to get to work is also CLISP. Also match up the
label types and if the tape is read or write:

.mount clisp(clisp)/label:ansi/read
[Mount request CLISP queued, request #28]
[Magtape CLISP mounted on MTA000 with logical name CLISP]

To get rid of irritating beeps on console window

net stop beep

sys:sysjob.ini

Edit this job to add sprint. Sprint is needed to read batch decks using submit/reader.


